Interpretive Panel #2, Draft 9-28-21: Who is John Burroughs?**
John Burroughs was born in sugaring season, on April 3, 1837, up the road, in his
parents’ Roxbury, New York farmhouse.
He was, paradoxically, a well-traveled farmer and public literary figure who cherished
“things of life...near at hand.”
John Burroughs died in Kingsville, Ohio on a train returning from Pasadena, California on
March 29, 1921.
His last words were, How far are we from home?
John Burroughs became popular in the nineteenth century as a writer about homemaking and birds, literary criticism, and “semi-philosophical speculation.” He was an artist who
would, with words, he said, “paint the bird, or the trout, or the scene, for its own sake,
truthfully anyhow, and picturesquely if I can.”1
From the winter wren and summer rain, from his own reaching arm to the stars, he
reflected:
Can anything transpire of which the Whole does not take cognizance…Be assured we are
not detached, cut off, by all these billions of miles of space, but still as close and
dependent as the fruit that hangs to the branch.2
John Burroughs valued “sharp eyes.” By this he did not mean only keen seeing by eyesight, but, also insight. For example, he wrote:
I have often amused myself by wondering what the effect would be if one could go on
opening eye after eye to the number say of a dozen or more…[and] an eye constructed
with more and different lenses…We open another eye whenever we see beyond the
first general features or outlines of things...Of course one must not only see sharply,
but read aright what he sees”
And, he believed, what we see and hold in our hearts go hand-in-hand,
The eye sees what it has the means of seeing, truly. You must have the bird in your
heart before you can find it in the bush. The eye must have purpose and aim. No one
ever yet found the walking fern who did not have the walking fern in his mind.
Who do you find in your heart? How did they get there? Who is your heart leading you
see right here around you?
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**Note: It might be very nice to include some artistic images (or even sounds! J) of e.g.,
walking ferns and/or birds that frequent JBWL …
Images: e.g., an eye, winter wren, walking fern
Note: Perhaps include an abbreviated John Burroughs family tree
e.g., perhaps something like or parts of this:
Ephraim Burroughs (English/Welsh descent b. 1740, Stratford, Connecticut)+Anne ?
|
Eden Burroughs (b. 1770 in Stratford, Connecticut)+Rachel Avery (Welsh)
|
Chancey A Burroughs (b. 1803 in Roxbury, New York) + Amy Kelly (b. 1808 near Albany, New
York--|--father Edmund Kelly b. 1767 Putnam Co., NY + Lovina Liscomb)
|
|
1. Hiram (b. 1826)
2. Olly Ann (b. 1829)+ John Walker Deyoe
3. Wilson (b. 1830) + Maria Hewitt
4. Curtis (b. 1832)+Anne Eliza Grant (Note: the son to whom father Chancy deeded the land
whereupon he built the house his brother John would name WL; Curtis’s son Chancy A. b. 1870
helped make some WL furniture [JB himself built “a considerable amount”]; Curtis’s 4th son
John C. b. 1871 married his first cousin once removed, Mary Jane’s granddaughter Blanche
Tyler Burroughs in 1912 )
5. Edmund Kelly (b. 1834)
6. Mary Jane (b. 1835) + Homer Lynch (Irish)
7. John (b. 1837)+Ursula North (--|--Father Uriah North b. 1801+Lydia Schutt b. 1806)
8. Eden (b. 1840)+Margaret Grant
9. Abigail (b. 1843)+ Hiram Corbin
10. Eliza Eveline (b. 1847)

